NSAG meeting notes from 8 Jan 2019:

Attending:
Greg, Matt, Rich
Tom, Judy, Liz

Updates from Greg:

- Weeds cleared from along Broadway
- Meeting with Amante Coffee employees to help train them re homeless population
- Shelter averaged ~145 people/night in Dec
- Housed a few people when SWS was full on worst/coldest nights
- Opened shelter during the day on 1 Jan due to extreme weather conditions
- City won't put a light on the west side of the shelter parking night - not enough traffic there
  - Shelter will look into additional lighting on shelter property
  - Shelter board will consider going to city council to ask for additional lighting for safety reasons
- Offered to help neighbors where possible with any issues that come up during the reconstruction at the old Bustop.

Concerns/discussion from neighborhood:

- (Liz) Seemingly lots of petty theft in the Dakota Ridge neighborhood.
  - Believed to be unrelated to shelter clients.
  - Liz may call a neighborhood meeting
  - Greg offered to call Boulder PD to discuss